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In cryptography, encryption is the
process of transforming
information (referred to as
plaintext) to make it unreadable
to anyone except those
possessing special knowledge,
usually referred to as a key. The
result of the process is encrypted
information (in cryptography,
referred to as ciphertext). In many
contexts, the word encryption
also implicitly refers to the reverse
process, decryption (e.g.
“software for encryption” can
typically also perform decryption),
to make the encrypted
information readable again (i.e.
to make it unencrypted).
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What is Steganography?
Steganography is a method by
which a message can be
disguised by making it appear
to be something else. It derives
from two Greek roots: ‘stego’
meaning ‘roof’, or ‘cover’ and
‘graphy’ meaning writing.
‘Steganography’ means covert
writing.

What is Stego?
Stego is a tool that enables you
to embed data in, and retrieve
data from, Macintosh PICT
format files, without changing
the appearance or size of the
PICT file. Though its effect is
visually undetectable, do not
expect cryptographic security
from Stego. Be aware that
anyone with a copy of Stego
can retrieve your data from your
PICT file.

Stego can be used as an
‘envelope’ to hide a previously
encrypted data file in a PICT
file, making it much less likely
to be detected.

How does Stego work?
Stego works by slightly altering
pixel values. Every computer
graphics image is made up of
an array of tiny dots of color,
called pixels. The color of each
pixel is determined by its pixel
value, a number. In a computer,
all numbers, and all data are
expressed by sequences of bits.
The number of bits used to
express the pixel value indicates

the range of possible colors
available in that image.
For example, in an 8 bit
computer graphics image, each
pixel’s color is determined by
a sequence of 8 bits. The first
bit in the sequence is called the
‘most significant bit’, because
it affects the pixel value the
most, and the last bit in the
sequence is called the ‘least
significant bit’ (LSB), because
it affects the pixel value the
least. Stego hides data by
reading your data file one bit
at a time, and copying each bit
to the least significant bit of
each pixel value as it scans
across the image.

Stego Tips
Stego can hide data in 8, 16,
and 32 bit Macintosh PICT files.
Stego can hide data from the
data fork of Macintosh files
only. If you need to steg
something that has resources,
use a utility like BinHex, or an
encryption or compression
utility, to convert it to a binary
data file first.

Stego Commands

Open
Open will only display PICT
files. When you select a file,
Stego displays it with an info
window across the top that
tells you how much data can
be stegged into the file.

Steg
Steg ecomes enabled when a
PICT file is open. It allows you
to choose any type of file to
steg, and informs you if the file
has resources, or if it will not
fit in the PICT file.

Unsteg
Unsteg becomes enabled when
a PICT file is open. It asks you
to specify an output file, and
unstegs the data in the least
significant bits of the PICT file.
It will produce an output file
even if nothing's been
previously stegged into the file.

Change File Info
This function allows you to
change the file type and creator
of any file, and is enabled when
no PICT file is currently open.
You may need to change the
file type and creator of your
data file back to what they were
before your file was stegged,
because Stego does not save
file type and creator.

The default output file of Stego
is a TeachText file, with a file
type of 'TEXT' and a file creator
of 'ttxt', so that if you double-
click on a Stego output file,
TeachText will launch and
display it. If you're in doubt
whether you need this function,
you can experiment by using
the Change File Info command
to look at the file type and
creator of your data file before
you steg your data file, then
unstegging to an output file,
closing the PICT file, and using
the Change File Info command
to set the file type and creator
back to what they were
originally. (UsingBinHex on the
file, as described under 'Stego
Tips' above, will also preserve
type and creator information.)

ASCII
American Standard Code for
Information Interchange, a
standard for turning alphabetic
and other characters into
numbers.

Assymetric-key
cryptography
A form of cryptography in
which the key required
for encrypting is not the same
as the key required for
decrypting. Describes public-
key cryptography systems, such
as RSA

Cipher
Any general system for hiding
the meaning of a message by
replacing each letter in the
original message with another
letter. The system should have
some built-in flexibility, known
as the key.

Ciphertext
The message (or plaintext) after
encipherment.
code A system for hiding the
meaning of a message
cryptanalysis The science of
deducing the plaintext from a
ciphertext, without knowledge
of the key.

Cryptography
The science of encrypting a
message, or the science
of concealing the meaning of
a message.

DES
Data Encryption Standard,
developed by IBM and adopted
in 1976.

Diffie-Hellman-Merkle
key exchange
A process by which a sender

and receiver can establish a
secret key via public discussion.
Once the key has been agreed,
the sender can use a cipher
such as DES to encrypt a
message.

Digital Signature
A method for proving the
authorship of an electronic
document. Often this is
generated by the author
encrypting the document with
his or her private-key.
encryption algorithm Any
general encryption process
which can be specified exactly
by choosing a key.

Glossary

Steganography

What is Encryption?
Encryption is the use of codes to make
communications unreadable. Once a message
is encrypted, it can only read by the intended
recipient. The recipient uses a ‘key’, to decrypt
the message, to decode it and transform the
data back into its original, readable form. For
all but the simplest types of encryption, a
mathematical formula called an algorithm allows
this to happen. Once employed primarily by the
military, today encryption is used extensively
by businesses, the government, and private
individuals who want their email messages
protected from prying eyes. This is especially
true on the Internet, where email messages are
routed around open networks – sometimes
around the world – on the way to their
destinations. Without encryption, these
messages are like postcards dropped into the
mail, easily read by anyone who happens to
see it. With encryption, no matter who comes
in contact with the message, it is unreadable,
except by the intended recipient who can decode
it.

A Brief History of Encryption
Encryption actually has a long history — a very
long history: According to David Kahn's The
Codebreakers, the first example of cryptography
occurred around 1900 BC in Egypt. And people
have been using codes of various complexity
ever since to disguise of all kinds of messages.
In fact, Thomas Jefferson himself developed an
elaborate code system, earning him the title of
father of U.S. cryptography (the science of
encryption). Cryptography became a serious
issue when the telegraph was invented, and it
was heavily pursued during the Second World
War, when digital computers were invented to
crack codes. (Many people feel the Allies might
not have won the war were it not for their
unbreakable code system — which turned out
to be nothing high-tech at all; rather it consisted
simply of Navajo Indians exchanging messages
in their native language!) Until the 1960s, the
right to create and break codes was thought to
belong to the government. It is believed that
the NSA, the secret U.S. spy agency, was
responsible for protecting classified information,
and for decoding foreign communications.
However, in the late '60s, IBM established a

cryptography research group, and developed
an encryption system named ‘Lucifer’, which
became a successful commercial product. ‘Lucifer’
was controversial, for many in the government
felt the private sector did not need or deserve
cryptography.

Other companies also began developing
encryption systems, and there soon arose a
need for a common encryption standard. In
1973, the National Bureau of Standards (now
known as the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, or NIST) selected the Data
Encryption Standard algorithm (known as DES)
to serve as this common standard.

DES employed a 56-bit encryption key. (An
‘encryption key’ is a phrase used to encrypt a
message.) A 56-bit key was a strong one at the
time — there are 72,058,000,000,000,000 (or
2 to the 56th power) possible combinations
that might be used to ‘unlock’ such a key! A
message encrypted with DES should take a long
time to crack! Yet, despite its sophistication,
when DES was authorized in 1976 for use on
all ‘unclassified’ government communication,
many people worried that the government could
still gain unwarranted access to private
communications. These suspicions did not
prevent DES from being adopted, and it is now
the standard used by banks to wire funds and
operate ATM machines. Though technically
unbreakable in 1976, DES is now essentially
obsolete.

RSA
In 1977, as an alternative to DES, Ron Rivest,
Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adelman introduced
RSA, a ‘public key’ encryption standard. (The
name was created from the initials of their last
names.) Improving on DES's single key structure,
RSA provided double keys. A user generates
both of these keys; one of them — the ‘public
key’ — is distributed openly, like a phone
number, posted to an Internet Public Key Server.
Anyone can use this public key to send encrypted
email to the key's owner, who then uses his or
her second, ‘private key’ to decrypt the message.
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Anyone can use this public key to send encrypted
email to the key's owner, who then uses his or
her second, ‘private key’ to decrypt the message.
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What is Encryption?
Encryption is the use of codes to make
communications unreadable. Once a message
is encrypted, it can only read by the intended
recipient. The recipient uses a ‘key’, to decrypt
the message, to decode it and transform the
data back into its original, readable form. For
all but the simplest types of encryption, a
mathematical formula called an algorithm allows
this to happen. Once employed primarily by the
military, today encryption is used extensively
by businesses, the government, and private
individuals who want their email messages
protected from prying eyes. This is especially
true on the Internet, where email messages are
routed around open networks – sometimes
around the world – on the way to their
destinations. Without encryption, these
messages are like postcards dropped into the
mail, easily read by anyone who happens to
see it. With encryption, no matter who comes
in contact with the message, it is unreadable,
except by the intended recipient who can decode
it.

A Brief History of Encryption
Encryption actually has a long history — a very
long history: According to David Kahn's The
Codebreakers, the first example of cryptography
occurred around 1900 BC in Egypt. And people
have been using codes of various complexity
ever since to disguise of all kinds of messages.
In fact, Thomas Jefferson himself developed an
elaborate code system, earning him the title of
father of U.S. cryptography (the science of
encryption). Cryptography became a serious
issue when the telegraph was invented, and it
was heavily pursued during the Second World
War, when digital computers were invented to
crack codes. (Many people feel the Allies might
not have won the war were it not for their
unbreakable code system — which turned out
to be nothing high-tech at all; rather it consisted
simply of Navajo Indians exchanging messages
in their native language!) Until the 1960s, the
right to create and break codes was thought to
belong to the government. It is believed that
the NSA, the secret U.S. spy agency, was
responsible for protecting classified information,
and for decoding foreign communications.
However, in the late '60s, IBM established a

cryptography research group, and developed
an encryption system named ‘Lucifer’, which
became a successful commercial product. ‘Lucifer’
was controversial, for many in the government
felt the private sector did not need or deserve
cryptography.

Other companies also began developing
encryption systems, and there soon arose a
need for a common encryption standard. In
1973, the National Bureau of Standards (now
known as the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, or NIST) selected the Data
Encryption Standard algorithm (known as DES)
to serve as this common standard.

DES employed a 56-bit encryption key. (An
‘encryption key’ is a phrase used to encrypt a
message.) A 56-bit key was a strong one at the
time — there are 72,058,000,000,000,000 (or
2 to the 56th power) possible combinations
that might be used to ‘unlock’ such a key! A
message encrypted with DES should take a long
time to crack! Yet, despite its sophistication,
when DES was authorized in 1976 for use on
all ‘unclassified’ government communication,
many people worried that the government could
still gain unwarranted access to private
communications. These suspicions did not
prevent DES from being adopted, and it is now
the standard used by banks to wire funds and
operate ATM machines. Though technically
unbreakable in 1976, DES is now essentially
obsolete.

RSA
In 1977, as an alternative to DES, Ron Rivest,
Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adelman introduced
RSA, a ‘public key’ encryption standard. (The
name was created from the initials of their last
names.) Improving on DES's single key structure,
RSA provided double keys. A user generates
both of these keys; one of them — the ‘public
key’ — is distributed openly, like a phone
number, posted to an Internet Public Key Server.
Anyone can use this public key to send encrypted
email to the key's owner, who then uses his or
her second, ‘private key’ to decrypt the message.
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Across

01. A stage company (6)
04. The direct route preferred

by the roundheads (two
words - 5,3)

09. One of the evergreens (6)
10. Scented (8)
12. Course with an apt

finish (5)
13. Much that could be got 

from a timber merchant 
(two words - 5,4)

15. We have nothing and
are in debt (3)

16. Pretend (5)
17. Is this town ready for

a flood? (6)
22. The little fellow has some

beer: it makes me lose 
colour, I say (6)

24. Fashion of a famous 
French family (5)
27. Tree (3)
28. One might of course

use this tool to core an 
apple (9)

31. Once used for unofficial 
currency (5)

32. Lame Dogs
33. Racing
34. Silencer
35. An illumination 
functioning (6)

Down

01. Official instruction not
to forget the servants (8)

02. Said to be a remedy for
a burn (two words - 5,3)

03. Kind of alias (9)
05. A disagreeable

company (5)
06. Debtors may have to

this money for their debts
unless of course their 
creditors do it to the
debts (5)

07. Boat that should be able
to suit anyone (6)

08. Gear (6)
11. Business with the end in
sight (6)
14. The right sort of a woman

to start a dame school (3)
18. “The War” (anag) (6)
19. When hammering

take care to hit this (two
words - 5,4)

20. Making sound as a
bell (8)

21. Half a fortnight of old (8)
23. Bird, dish of coin (3)
25. This sign of the Zodiac 

has no connection with 
the Fishes (6)

26. A preservative of teeth (6)
29. Famous sculptor (5)
30. This part of the 
locomotive engine would 
sound familiar to the 
golfer (5)

The Daily Telegraph crossword used as a test to recruit new codebreakers during the Second
World War (solution is provided in this issue in microdot form).
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The urge to discover secrets
is deeply ingrained in
human nature; even the
least curious mind is roused
by the promise of sharing
knowledge withheld
from others. Some are
fortunate enough to find a
job which consists in the
solution of mysteries,
but most of us are driven
to sublimate this urge by
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